
Author of All Groan Up and 
101 Secrets For Your Twenties 

Tells Your Audience:

–  Tips for feeling at home in your "groan up" pants that are relatable to all ages.
–   Shocking statistics about the challenges facing Millennials.
–   3 reasons college graduates fail to launch, and what parents and Millennials 
  can do to help cushion the crash.
–   Why 97% of Millennials suffer from what I have coined as The New OCD - 
  Obsessive Comparison Disorder. Why it's so harmful and how you cure it.
– –   One simple and fun trick twentysomethings can do to get a better job. 
–   3 lies twentysomethings believe that are holding them back.
–   5 specific times you should never, ever check Facebook or Instagram.
–   The #1 thing Millennials fear the most.
–   3 tips for effectively leading, engaging, and parenting Millennials 
  that they'll never tell you.
–   The ONE THING twentysomethings are searching for more 
    than anything else...
–   The absolute worst thing that can happen to you in your 20s and how to 
  avoid it.
–   7 crucial questions every twentysomething needs to be asking to be successful.
–   The biggest danger affecting the lives of twentysomethings today.
–   Plus...a lightening round of many more secrets for being successful in your
  twenties that NO ONE else is talking about.

Paul Angone (an-go-knee)
is one of the leading 
experts in the nation on 
the Millennial Generation. 
He is a national speaker, 
the creator of 
AllGroanUp.com, AllGroanUp.com, 
which has received 
millions of views from
190 countries, and the author of the new book 
All Groan Up: Searching for Self, Faith, 
and a Freaking Job! (Harper Collins Imprint). 
He also has his masters degree in 
Organizational Leadership and is the author of Organizational Leadership and is the author of 
101 Secrets For Your Twenties, 
which New York Times bestselling author 
Seth Godin described as “advice from a wiser, 
funnier, older brother...” Paul has done over
100+ local and national interviews and is
a hilarious and insightful voice you will want 
to have on your show again and again. to have on your show again and again. 

FAIL-PROOF LIFE AFTER COLLEGE GRADUATION
(for Millennials, and their parents who they’re moving back in with)

Shocking Statistics About the Millennial Generation 
(and no, it’s not all about how many trophies we won as kids)

- Millennials are the largest generation at over 90 million in the US, 
and are the most educated generation in history.

With the supply of educated workers much higher than the demand for 
them in the workforce, the job hunt has become the Millennial version of 
the Hunger Games – without the cameras or any interaction 
with Jennifer Lawrence. 

- - Average college debt for a Millennial is around $33,000 with the median 
household income remaining the same since 1999. 

With the national college debt now at 1.3 trillion dollars and college tuition seeing 
a 1,140% increase since the late 70s, coupled with the longest stretch of income 
stagnation in the modern era, no wonder why the higest percentage of 
twentysomethings ever recorded (35%) are living back with their parents. 

- Millennials are reporting highest levels of clinical anxiety, stress, 
and depression than any other generation. 

A lead culprit of these issues is a term I’ve coined, called The new OCD - 
Obsessive Comparison Disorder.  

- 40% of unemployed workers are Millennials. 
 US Census Data

 - Suicide rate among young adults has tripled since 
the 1950s and suicide is currently the second most 
common cause of death among college students.  

- Millennials are having children at an avg age of 30 
with 47% of births to women in the Millennial 
generation being non-marital.

Buying a house, marriage, and having kids, are all being 
pushed back 5-8 years later than previous generations. 
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